Abstract. We show here that the densities of mass-28 ions measured by the Pioneer Venus Orbiter ion mass spectrometer (OIMS) on the nightside of Yenus are highly ,ariab!e and show little correlation with the values of the 0 + densities. We have determined the total production rates of mass-28 ions in the chemical equih'brium region and •nd that this production rate cannot be explained by known chemical production reactions. We propose that the "excess" production is due to precipitation of electrons into the nightside thermosphere.
sured by the OIMS appeared to require a source in addition to ion transpo•; they suggested that the densities were enhanced by particle precipitation, but the mechanism of the source was not resolved. We propose that the excess NO + is produced from N2 + created by particle precipitation, and that high densities of mass-28 ions in the nightside ionosphere are an in situ signature of precipitation of electrons into the nightside atmosphere.
In the discussion that follows, we identify the sources and sinks of mass-28 ions. in the chemical eq 'ui!ibrium region, that below approximately 165-170 kin. There the ion production and loss rates are equal, so the magnitude of the source can be estimated because the total loss rate can be computed fairly accurately. From the loss rate and the known chemical sources, the %xcess" production rate, that we ascribe here to particle precipitation, is determined.
Sources of N• + and CO +
Reactions, references and rate coefficients used in this work are summarized in Table 1 
Conclusions
We have shown that the total production rate of mass-28 ions in the Venus nightside ionosphere cannot be accounted for by chemical production resulting from transport of atomic ions from the dayside for a substantial number of orbits of the Pioneer Venus spacecraft. We ascribe the missing production to precipitation of particles, possibly the same electrons that are implicated in the production of the ultraviolet "auroral" emissions. A study of the production rate at the mass-28 ion density maximum for all orbits of the first 600 for which sufficient data are available shows that the auroral production rate is highly variable, with maximum values of about 10 't cm-Ss -•. This great variability points to particle precipitation as the source.
